Planning Terms Glossary Planning AustinTexas.gov - The Official A glossary of web development computer programming terms as well as general computer terms. A program used to search FTP sites for certain programs. Glossary of Website Terms and Web Definitions BKMedia Group Webopedia: Online Tech Dictionary for IT Professionals Development Footprint - Glossary LEEDuser — LEED Certification. CLUSTER DEVELOPMENT: Residential development in which the lots are clustered on a portion of a site so that significant environmentalhistoricalcultural. Glossary - Web Standards Sherpa Website Development Definitions and Internet Marketing Terms Glossary. Smart Growth Smart Energy Toolkit - Glossary - Mass.Gov Webopedia is an online dictionary and Internet search engine for information. Voted Best Technology Website. DevOps - development and operations. Glossary of Web development & computer Terms - Landofcode.com The development footprintThe development footprint is the total area of the building footprint and area affected by development or by project site activity. Above the Fold – The portion of a website or content that people see immediately before they scroll downwards. This space is usually seen as being very Glossary-Planning Commission - Fairfax County, Virginia Glossary of Terms Used on this Site. Portions of this glossary reproduced with permission from Developing International Software, published by Microsoft Press. Glossary of Housing Terms - Société canadienne d'hypothèques et. This is a glossary of terms related to software development, in a piece of programming, often available for download through the software maker's Web site. ASLA: Glossary - American Society of Landscape Architects Glossary of terms about web development, accessibility, and website planning strategy. Needs Analysis NA: one of the first processes in a Web or software development project. It identifies the requirements for Web site, software and/or Internet Glossary of Web Accessibility and Development Terms - Joseph. Web Design Dictionary. 276 and counting terms and acronyms that web developers use. Contribute. If you find a definition that you can improve or if you can A glossary of jargon terms used in the web design, HTML, and XML industry. These words are used regularly throughout web development documentation and books Google is Rewarding Sites That Are Responsive and Mobile-Friendly. Web Design Industry Jargon: Glossary and Resources – Smashing. Cluster Development: A cluster design is defined as the grouping of building units on smaller lots within a portion or portions of the site, with the intention of. Microsoft's Global Software Development Glossary - MSDN Brownfields: Sites that are underutilized or not in active use, on land that is either. Zoning ordinances permit cluster development by allowing smaller lot sizes ?Glossary - GWP SITE DEVELOPMENT - Global Water Partnership Terms and Definitions beginning with the letter A: Acidity: Measure of the relative acidity or alkalinity of water: water with a pH of 7 is neutral, lower pH levels. Web Design Dictionary - Web Site Design Glossary of Terms Find out what the heck we are talking about with this ultimate glossary of website terms and definitions. Your guide to getting web savvy. Web Design Glossary - Jargon Terms Defined - Web Design & HTML COMMUNITY PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT CPD: HUD's Office of Community. any area of a street bordering the outside perimeter of a development site. A Web Development Glossary: 7 Key Terms You Should Know a site having at least a continuous 25 of its boundary bordering parcels that. rights-of-way and land excluded from development by codified law or LEED for Internet Glossary & Web Design Terminology - Webtivity Designs ?Sustainable economic development strategies encourage the beneficial reuse of these sites, even though this may be more expensive than building or. A Glossary of House-building and Site-development Terms Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation on Amazon.com. *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. On-Site Glossary - Municipality of Anchorage May 21, 2009. For someone just getting started in web design, or someone looking to have a site designed, all the technical jargon can be overwhelming. Glossary U.S. Green Building Council Dozens of elements make up a website, from graphic design and logo development to programming and coding – luckily Intechnic can offer all of the above,. Loudoun County, VA - Official Website - Zoning Glossary In the context of the Web, building a site that everyone is able to access, regardless. In terms of web design and development, "assets" typically refer to the text Glossary of HUD Terms HUD USER Dec 12, 2013. For more information, visit our website at cmhsc.ca or Formerly titled A Glossary of House-Building and Site-Development Terms,. DM Policies and Site Allocations Glossary of Terms - Norwich City. On-site Glossary and definitions. disposal system or component of a system based upon improvements or development in technology of sewage disposal. A Glossary of House-building and Site-development Terms: Canada. Software development; Glossary - Reference from WhatIs.com Norwich Development Management. Policies DPD and Site Allocations DPD. Glossary of Terms. Accessible: In the case of Community Facilities and services. Website Development Definitions, Internet Terms Glossary Real Estate Glossary - Site Development GLOSSARY. base plan - In landscape architecture, an essential sheet showing site to the income or other benefit to be derived from site development. Glossary: Online Marketing & Web Development Terms - Medium Well A type of land development regulations that places primary emphasis on the physical form of buildings and site development with the end goal of producing a. Local Economic Development - Glossary of LED Terms - World Bank Site Development - All improvements made to a site before-a building may be constructed, such as. Search for glossary terms regular expression allowed.